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ABSTRACT

Background: The uncertainty is innate in parents of children under bone marrow transplantation. The parents’ view of uncertainty during their children’s bone marrow transplantation (TCSE) hasn’t yet been explored. There is evidence that uncertainty experienced as a reaction to disease is linked to a lower quality of life. The purpose of this study was to explore the parents’ experience of uncertainty during their children’s TCSE.

Methods: This study applied qualitative approach using phenomenology method. To perform this qualitative study, semi-structured interviews were performed. Basing on this analysis, we will evaluate if Mishel’s Uncertainty in Illness Theory can explain this experience and specify the connection between uncertainty experienced by family and nursing care during TCSE. A convenience sample of 26 parents were recruited from TCSE unit in Padua Hospital. Each interview was audio recorded, transcribed, and coded for major theme using a content analysis approach. The extracted interviews were analyzed through Colaizzi method. Interview topics were: uncertainty aspects during bone marrow transplantation, means of uncertainty, life aspects influenced by uncertainty, how dealt with uncertainty.

Results: From the analysis of the interviews four macro categories were defined: multiple uncertainty’s meanings, multiple side of uncertainty, uncertainty side effects, management of uncertainty. The parents will live the consequences of such uncertainty for all their life and they will never find a boundary which lay the end. The bone marrow transplantation doesn’t remove uncertainty, but it causes uncertainty. Parents report need for contact with expert nurses to discuss the meaning of their uncertainty, in order to reduce it.

Conclusions: The parents’ experience of uncertainty can be described following Mishel’s Uncertainty in Illness Theory. The lives of the parents are dominated by uncertainty. Nurses need to be educated to be able to encourage parents to communicate their existential questions and the impact of the illness on their life. Enhanced awareness and increased understanding about parents’ uncertainty can be important factors in improving nursing work environment and the quality of care presented to pediatric patients and their family.
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1. INTRODUCTION

Blood and marrow transplant (BMT) offers children with life-threatening illness, and their families, hope of durable cure when no other curative treatment is available. How- ever parents of children undergoing BMT often experience a great deal of stress and are at risk for short and long-term psycho-social sequelae, such as depression, anxiety and decrease quality of life.[2–5] Enhancing our understanding of the parent, family, and BMT
characteristics that are associated with increased parental impact may help clinicians identify parents most at risk, and lead to the development of interventions to support parents through the BMT trajectory. In one study of 49 parents/guardians of BMT recipients, 81% of parents/guardians reported they felt proceeding to BMT was their only choice, given its life-saving potential. [6] Because of the high stakes and demands of the treatment, support for these potentially vulnerable parent caregivers is paramount. [5]

At the Oncoematology wards uncertainty is innate in parents of children under treatment, even though it is rarely disclosed with questions and puzzlements regarding the need of undergoing a transplant, the phases to be faced, the evolution post-transplant. [7] Parents may remain apprehensive about their child’s health and well-being long after the successful treatment of cancer, reflecting uncertainty about current and future health. [8–10]

Uncertainty is a pervasive experience and a major psychological stressor that affect many aspects of live with a major impact on patients’ illnesses. Uncertainty is a multifaceted concept, and its understanding for patients and their parents depends on many factors. [11]

Mishel (1988, 1990) [12,13] presented a nursing theory of uncertainty in illness from both a theoretical and an empirical perspective, defined as the inability to determine the meaning of illness-related events.

Uncertainty has long been recognized as a significant issue in paediatric oncology patients. It emerges as a major source of distress in interviews with parents of children with cancer. [14]

The parents’ experience of uncertainty during their children’s bone marrow transplantation (TCSE) hasn’t yet been explored, thus leaving a gap in the scientific debate. In the literature investigations can be found regarding the uncertainty experienced by parents’ of children facing a relapse: they bounce between hope and fear, hope for a definitive healing on one side, fear for the possible loss of their children on the other. [15–17]

A few works have investigated the relation between uncertainty and Post Traumatic Stress Disorder (PTSD) in parents during their children’s disease course. [16,17] Some others have considered PTSD in parents in relation with their children’s bone marrow transplantation: it was assessed that uncertainty levels and PTSD are directly connected. [17–19]

It is in this scenario of uncertainty that the nurse operates. Nurses have most frequent contact with patients and their family, they are in the best position to reduce uncertainty by providing information, improving the patients’ perception of health and preserving hope, as well as being aware of the need to view the patients’ health status in a positive manner. [20] Therefore, it is vital for nurses to understand the interactive, collaborative nature of uncertainty management.

In this research, we are going to explain the life experiences of parents’ bone marrow recipients to help these family by use of its results.

There is growing consensus that the needs, preferences and experiences of patients should receive more consideration in the development as well as the evaluation of new health technologies or service delivery models and that this approach should be extended to health technology assessment and systematic reviews. [17,21] Uncertainty is a dynamic phenomenon and different perspectives must be applied to achieve a fuller understanding. [22] Therefore, the focus of this study is analyzing parents’ live experiences exploring the role of uncertainty during bone marrow transplantation from nursing perspective.

2. METHODS

2.1 Purpose

The purpose of this study was to explore the parents’ experience of uncertainty during their children’s TCSE and to gain understanding of nursing intervention that may decrease uncertainty in this kind of population. Basing on this analysis, we will evaluate if Mishel’s Uncertainty in Illness Theory can describe this experience and specify the connection between uncertainty experienced by family and nursing care during TCSE.

This study applied qualitative approach using phenomenology method to explain the life experience of parents who care children during bone marrow transplantation. Phenomenology research helps to describe the experiences and phenomenon as they experienced. [23]

2.2 Study participants

The sample involved was composed of 26 parents (aged 24–52 years) whose 26 children (aged 3–16 years) had had a bone marrow transplantation at the Oncoematology pediatric ward in Padua, from July 2012 through August 2013 (see Table 1).

Inclusion criteria for parents were: ability to speak/understand Italian, parent of the BMT patient. Participation was left voluntary and all participants were informed of the focus of the research, the nature of their involvement, the required time to complete the interview and confidentiality of data. They were then asked to provide written informed consent and permission to record the interview. All record, tapes, and transcripts were kept confidential. The study was approved by the appropriate university, which supervised the study and corroborated its ethical considerations.
Table 1. Characteristics of study participants (N = 26)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Characteristic</th>
<th>Child N (%)</th>
<th>Parents N (%)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Age in years (Mean ± SD)</td>
<td>9.8 ± 6</td>
<td>40.8 ± 10.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female vs. Male</td>
<td>15 (58)</td>
<td>22 (85)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Education (high scholl graduate-college graduate)</td>
<td>/</td>
<td>10 (39)-6 (23)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Race/Ethnicity</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Caucasian</td>
<td>19 (73)</td>
<td>19 (73)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Black</td>
<td>1 (3.8)</td>
<td>1 (83.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Hispanic</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
<td>5 (19)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Asian</td>
<td>1 (3.8)</td>
<td>1 (83.8)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Months following TCSE (mean)</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>/</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The survey’s sample was made of 4 fathers and 22 mothers. Eight mothers have a nationality other then Italian, and five among them (one Ukrainian and five Venezuelans) came in Italy exclusively in pursuit of a cure for their children. Only one father is not Italian (Congolese nationality). Children’s dates of birth and details regarding the transplants were obtained from medical records. Two children went through autologous transplant, while for the remaining the transplant was of allograft kind.

2.3 Investigation method

To perform this qualitative study, an semi-structured interview was performed. Audio-recorded, face-to-face, semi-structured interviews lasting 20-45 minutes were held in quiet locations in the nursing wards convenient to the participants. The interviews were conducted by two authors of this study.

The interviews covered the parents’ experiences about the uncertainty and strategies employed to encounter it in the care of their children during transplantat. Five questions were selected with Mishel’s uncertainty method and literature research and submitted to each parent, given their written agreement and a privacy statement.

Submitted questions are the following:

1. Can you describe, if any, some uncertainty aspects you had felt while your child was experiencing the transplant, from the diagnosis communication to the discharge?
2. What did this uncertainty mean to you?
3. Which aspects of your life had been influenced by the uncertainty you have experienced, from the diagnosis communication to the discharge?
4. How had you dealt with uncertainty? What had helped you in reducing or controlling it?
5. Could you talk about the moments when you had felt more uncertainty?

In addition, probing questions were asked to follow the participants’ thoughts and bring clarification to the participants’ responses during the interviews.

Each interview was recorded on the audio file and each interview wrote on the paper word-by-word after repeatedly listening, and coded for major theme using a content analysis approach. The analysis was conducted accordingly to seven stage Colaizzi method: during the first stage, versions of interview were studied carefully. During the second stage, important sentences and those related to the under study phenomenon underlined. During the third stage, the extracted meanings were conceptualized and formulated and initial codes extracted from underlined important sentences, which related to the under study phenomenon. During the fourth stage, after repeatedly reading and repeating the third stage, the formulated concepts organized in to categories and thematic clusters based on the common meanings. During the fifth stage, the results of each cluster were gathered using comprehensive explanation of the under-study themes and bigger categories formed which were closer to the main concepts resulted from analysis the information. During the sixth stage, concepts resulted from the fifth stage were integrated and more general and abstract concepts formed and main concepts of research created.

Several experts in qualitative research controlled the project from the data collection through the final theme extraction. Moreover, the researchers frequently reviewed the interviews for conflicting aspects.

The data were coded and categorized independently by the authors of this study and then the last developments as themes were compared. In disagreement situations, discussions and clarifications continued until a consensus was achieved. In addition, a summary of the interviews was returned to the participants as member check and it was confirmed that the researcher was re-presenting their ideas and their real world.
3. RESULTS
A total of 105 initial codes extracted by studying the written interviews and placed in the thematic categories and 17s level main codes resulted from them. The bigger categories created and four main concepts of research formed; those themes and codes represent in Table 2.

Multiple meanings are the main concepts of research which resulted from the second level codes of fear, transplant outcomes, hope, awaiting and personal growth. Participant number 5 states: “[...] When the doctors say you the transplant is the path to follow, you hope your child will heal, you hope once did the transplant, there will be no need for other treatments [...] You should always hope! There’s the question mark, but you should say: ‘There must be a glimmer of light beyond the question mark’, otherwise you don’t wake up in the morning. You should always hope. Always.”

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Row</th>
<th>Codes</th>
<th>Themes</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1.</td>
<td>Fear</td>
<td>Multiple Meanings</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Transplant outcomes</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Hope</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awaiting</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Personal growth</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2.</td>
<td>Feelings about transplant</td>
<td>Multiple side of uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Emotional experiences</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Life dilemma</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>How to live</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sign of distress</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Physical effects</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Perspective of future</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3.</td>
<td>Relationship with other family/patients (second family)</td>
<td>Management of uncertainty</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>My family</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sense of being grateful</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Faith</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Healthcare staff</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The mothers who come from South America and East Europe live a specific and different experience: uncertainty is connected with awaiting. When I asked to a mother the meaning she had given to uncertainty, she says: “Now I cannot live without that halo of anguish”.

At the end, there are mothers who consider uncertainty as an experience of personal growth. A mother states: “It was an experience that made grow up me, my daughter and all those who were with me. I could consider this path as a growth, as a way of seeing life and the things around me differently [...] You test life in a different way, you enjoy it, you live it [...] Uncertainties make me stronger [...] It’s an experience that scars you inside, outside, around: everywhere”.

The second macro category include the “multiple sides of uncertainty”. This theme resulted from the second level codes of Feelings about transplant and emotional experiences.

Over time this feeling has assumed a number of shades of fear and anxiety. In the following bit of interview, a mother describes her feelings regarding the transplant: “[...] At 3, 6, 9 months after the transplant the bone marrow is checked: I live that day with anxiety. Well, I live everyday with the urge of receiving answers. Since the transplant I live even worse!”. Similarly, a mother says: “You’re always waiting for answers”. She concludes the interview stating: “[...] I don’t know the greater or lesser sense of uncertainty. It is constant all day long, day and night. Perhaps, it becomes greater little by little, because you become aware people you knew passed away. So you wonder: “And now whose is the turn? And now?”

A mother says uncertainty becomes lesser after the transplant “[...] Uncertainty is lesser, but you live always with anguish [...]”. The third macro category consists in “the uncertainty side effects”: experiencing the unknown for a long period of time marks the parents lives with an indelible scar, and it has collateral consequences on their relationships, for example the conjugal one and the one with the eventual healthy children. One mother states: “[...] My other child was often left home alone and could not understand what was happening [...]”。 He is now seeing the speech therapist and the psychiatrist because he was obviously touched by
the experience, and still is”.

Uncertainty has also side effects on the parents perspective of future. A mother admits: “I live day by day, step by step. I cannot make plans for the future. I cannot say “Next year I will do, I will leave for…”. I live day by day, month by month”. One mother, crying, says: “[…] I’ve lost my centre of gravity. I can’t think of a future anymore. I don’t feel like having a future anymore, I don’t feel like planning for the long term because everything can bring me back here at anytime […]. I don’t have a tomorrow: I will wake up tomorrow morning and I will hope for the best!” In the following bit of interview, a mother states how in her life all collapsed: “You don’t never give future to things around you to overcome well the day. However, we come into the world thinking about the future and this aspect becomes a contrast in our mind, because everything is based on the future”.

Sometimes, the mother’s body show the sign of distress; a psychologist said to a mother: “It is useless you go to the dermatologist. If you don’ calm down… You are so anxious…!”.

The fourth and last macro category consists in “the management of uncertainty”. This is usually done thanks to the help of the family and other parents that are walking the same path. One mother describes: “[…] I could see the other parents, the ones who had been there before, their strength […]”. In the end they become part of your family. Many parents have claims that health personnel helped them to deal with uncertainty and they have been a reference point.

I can’t tell you some children have no significance for me because now they are part of my family. The other children continue to be part of something that is inside you. When you see suffering you could become a “bear” or you could start to hope all children heal. For what it concerns her husband, a mother says: “[…] He was stronger than me […]. He gave me strength: if I hadn’t had him, I don’t know how I would do at certain circumstances. Sometimes, You wonder: “Why it happened to us?”

4. DISCUSSION

The lives of the parents are dominated by uncertainty that comes clearly out from the interviews. On this point, a mother revealed: “[…] Since we started this path, until this moment, we go ahead with a question mark. Always. No one knows something. Every day you live step by step: you live always with a question mark and with the uncertainty of not knowing how far you get and what you will find. Not knowing when everything would be finished and how it would be finished don’t make feel you steady: it’s like being on a boat in the middle of the sea (…) […]”.

Uncertainty is reflected in mothers and fathers’ fear, the fear of losing their child, despite the transplant: “[…] The other fears you feel in the life are fears you find a solution to: they may be terrible, but you are there and you are able to deal with them […]. The fear of my daughter’s death is still inside me. I think it will take years before that fear steps: it is a constant anguish”.

The parents will live the consequences of such uncertainty for all their life and they will never find a boundary which lay the end Parents’ experience could be explained by Mishel’s theory[13,19,25,26] in which uncertainty is the consequent of 3 variables: stimuli frame, cognitive capacity and structure providers.

In the “stimuli frame”, pattern of symptoms coincides with a relapse: under certain circumstances, the parents’ expectations fell short because they were told that bone marrow transplantation didn’t lead to the desired outcomes. The second component of the variable is the event familiarity: the novelty of a situation for the parents - the transplant - arouses a greater level of uncertainty. The third element is the congruence of the event, which Mishel defined as “the congruence between what you expect and what you live during the illness”. The parents saw the transplant as immediate healing, but nowadays they still live in waiting to know whether son in finally cured or not.

The stimuli frame is affected by two variables: the cognitive abilities (the ability the person has to process the information he receives) and the structure providers which are the resources the person uses to explain stimuli frame. The structure providers are represented by the level of education, credible authority and social support (other parents and the husband or the wife).

A form of social support has been found by parents to other parents who over time has become a sort of “second family” to whom face together the long and uphill path, the transplant. Actually, these human relationships, on the one hand, help these parents, on the other hand, they deeply destroy them because sometimes it means being spectators of an upcoming and personal future. At this juncture, the nurse must be able to mediate social support in order to avoid uncertainty become a danger for these mothers and fathers.

In parents’ experience of uncertainty the nurse must become the credible authority for what it concerns the answers about the development of uncertainty that he gives and sustains during the transplant. He must be a referee for all the period of transplant (the support and preparation activities in the period before the transplant are important). The nurse is the credible authority for the parents who cannot find answers
anywhere, nor by any other means. Nowadays, patients seek and find information about illnesses on internet; this cannot be said for aspects that relate to uncertainty experienced by parents. They could ask any questions about uncertainty only to nurses and they could find answers only in nurses.

The nurse must be able to develop in parents coping skills that allow them to consider uncertainty as an opportunity: only in this way could help the parents to deal with uncertainty and manage it. Regarding cognitive ability and level of education, this study didn’t give answers. Nurses must pay attention also to mothers who come from Latin America and Eastern Europe. The nurse must pay greater attention to the congruence of the event and social support in their lives. These women left their respective countries with uncertainty and expectations, since even for their children the bone marrow transplantation means healing and life. The art of nursing consists of expert use and adaptation of empirical knowledge and values. It involves sensitively adapting care to meet the needs of individual patients, and in the face of uncertainty, the discretionary use of creativity.[27]

5. CONCLUSION

The parents live in a state of uncertainty both before and after their children’s bone marrow transplantation. This uncertainty hasn’t a time limit but it will last over time.

The bone marrow transplantation doesn’t remove uncertainty, but it causes uncertainty. A father said: “[...] I think by now we have uncertainty inside. I don’t know when we will be able to remove it. It think it will never happen”. If the nurse doesn’t intervene since the beginning of hospitalization in transplant center and doesn’t reduce parents’ uncertainty, the illness may take on the features of a chronic illness and may protract over the years and be accompanied to psychological repercussions (such as anguish, distress, anxiety) on parents and their son. Moreover, the child may become a chronic patient. Actually, the nurse isn’t aware of uncertainty that rouses those psychological problems. Nowadays, the nurse doesn’t realize neither how much uncertainty affects parents’ and their son’s future life, nor how much he concretely could do. The nurse should choose to become aware of the uncertainty the parents feel, otherwise this state could lead to psychological problems in both parents and children, such as anxiety and distress. The nurse should try to give to parents’ uncertainties an answer because the bone marrow transplantation represents a starting point and doesn’t represent the goal.

It is important to provide insights into the aspects of uncertainty and to be sensitive. Providing clear and accurate information when requested, being supportive and allowing patients to discuss the meaning of their uncertainty is all essential. Further studies are needed on caring interventions that facilitate communication about what matters to patients and their families in order to guide nursing practice.

Research in the nursing and midwifery disciplines has been both patient- and theory-oriented in order to achieve evidence-based practice, thereby improving the quality of care. For this reason it is necessary to explore various patient-oriented phenomena. Collaboration and continuity between patients, families and professionals are crucial for ongoing support.

The results of this research can be used in an educational, research and clinical field. In addition, further studies should substantiate our study findings and develop a model about the domains and elements of uncertainty in children bone marrow transplantation using an in-depth qualitative research approach such as grounded theory. The transferability of the findings should be considered after testing their applicability in other cultures and contexts. However, it is believed that the results are innovative and noteworthy despite the limitation.
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